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Recommendations:   

That the Sub-Committee considers the application to vary 

the Premises Licence and makes a determination in 
respect of this application, namely to: 

 
i grant the application as submitted, subject to any 

Mandatory Conditions required; 

ii modify the conditions of the licence; 
iii reject the whole or part of the application 

and for this purpose the conditions of the licence are 
modified if any of them is altered or omitted or any new 
condition is added. 

 
in line with the licensing objectives contained within the 

Licensing Act 2003. 

 

 



 
 

 
1.  Executive summary  

 
1.1 The purpose of the Licensing Sub-Committee meeting is to 

determine an application for the variation to the Premises Licence at 

The Hope and Anchor, Hope Cove, Kingsbridge, TQ7 3HQ in 
accordance with Section 34 of the Licensing Act 2003. 

 
1.2 The Licensing Authority received an application for the variation to 

the premises licence of the above on 17 August 2016. A copy of the 

application is attached at Appendix A. The application is to:  
1. Make changes to the premises licence plan to: 

• Alter the internal area within which regulated 
entertainment may take place. 

• Include live and recorded music outside between 12pm 

and 8pm. 
2. To change start time for sale of alcohol to 8am (currently 

9am). 
3. To allow sale of alcohol to residents of the premises and their 

bona fide guests until 1am every day (currently midnight) 
and until 3am on New Year’s Eve (currently 2am). 

4. To allow residents access to the licensed area 24 hrs a day 

and their bona fide guests to be on the premises until 
1.45am (currently 12.45am) and until 3.45am on New Year’s 

Eve (currently 2.45am). 
 

1.3 The current premises licence permits the sale of alcohol for 

consumption on and off the premises Monday to Sunday from 9am 
to midnight and from 9am to 2am on New Year’s Eve; indoor 

sporting events Monday to Sunday from 9am to midnight and 9am 
to 2am on New Year’s Eve; late night refreshment Monday to 
Sunday from 11pm to midnight and 11pm to 2am on New Year’s 

Eve. The premises licence specifies live music indoors Monday to 
Sunday from 9am to 11.30pm, with amplified music outside only 

during Hope Cove Weekend and non-amplified music outside 
between 10am and 10pm; recorded music is detailed as indoors 
Monday to Sunday from 9am to midnight and until 2am on New 

Year’s Eve, with recorded music outside during Hope Cove Weekend 
only. The opening hours are Monday to Sunday from 8am to 

12.45am, with closing time of 2.45am on New Year’s Eve. A copy of 
the current premises licence and plan are at Appendix B.  
 

1.4 Under the Live Music Act 2012, and subsequent deregulatory 
changes, any premises licensed for the sale of alcohol for 

consumption on the premises are permitted to provide live or 
recorded music for an audience of up to 500 persons, between the 
hours of 8am and 11pm (providing the premises are open for the 

purposes of being used for the sale or supply of alcohol at this 
time). This includes all areas on the licence plan which are indicated 

as being part of the licensed premises. Any conditions relating to 
live or recorded music are unenforceable during these hours. In this 
case, conditions relating to music only have effect between 11pm 



 
 

 
and 11.30pm for live music and 11pm and midnight (2am on New 

Year’s Eve) for recorded music. However, should music provided 
cause a public nuisance, it is possible for the premises licence to be 
reviewed and restrictions imposed at this stage; there is no route to 

dis-apply the Live Music Act through the variation process. 
 

1.5 The element of the application relating to the provision of live and 
recorded music in the external areas is not something which can be 
considered through the variation process. These activities may 

already take place outside due to the deregulation described above. 
The external areas are clearly marked as being part of the premises 

where alcohol is consumed ‘on the premises’. Therefore live and 
recorded music may take place in these areas between the hours of 
8am and 11pm, without being specified on the premises licence. 

Should music outside cause a public nuisance, the premises licence 
may be reviewed and the Live Music Act provisions may be taken 

away through this process. 
 

1.6 Twelve representations were received during the consultation 
period, including an objection from Environmental Health. Copies of 
these can be found at Appendix C. Issues raised mainly concern 

the prevention of public nuisance licensing objective, particularly 
relating to potential noise disturbance from music being played in 

the external areas. Also of concern is the later time proposed for 
sale of alcohol and opening hours for residents and guests, due to 
noise and disturbance from customers late at night. There is also 

reference to potential issues from sale of alcohol commencing at 
8am rather than 9am. 

 
1.7 During the consultation period, the Police liaised with the applicant’s 

agent and agreed some amendments to the application. These are 

detailed at Appendix D. The main change is the agreement to 
remove reference to ‘bona fide guests’ so that the extensions to the 

hours for sale of alcohol and opening times relate to overnight 
residents staying at the premises only. Additional conditions 
relating to the ‘protection of children from harm’ have also been 

agreed. 
 

1.8 The premises is located in close proximity to residential properties, 
although many are not permanently inhabited throughout the year. 

 

1.9 We have not been able to mediate between all parties and so a 
satisfactory conclusion has not been possible. The Licensing Sub-

Committee will now need to consider this application. 
 
2.  Background 

 
2.1 As relevant representations in respect of this application have been 

received, which have not been withdrawn and mediation has not 
been possible, the Licensing Sub-Committee acting on behalf of the 
Licensing Authority must make a determination on this application. 



 
 

 
When coming to a decision, the Licensing Sub-Committee must give 

consideration to the Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy (the 
Policy) and Home Office guidance issued under Section 182 
Licensing Act 2003 (revised March 2015). 

  
2.2 Section 2.1 of the Policy states: The Licensing Authority has a duty 

under the Act to carry out its licensing functions with a view to 
promoting the four licensing objectives.  (These objectives are the 
only matters to be taken into account in determining the application 

and any conditions attached must be appropriate to achieve the 
licensing objectives).  

 
2.3 The four licensing objectives are: 
 - The prevention of crime and disorder; 

 - Public safety; 
 - The prevention of public nuisance; 

 - The protection of children from harm. 
 

2.4 Section 2.2 of the Policy states:  A licence (or club premises 
certificate) will only be granted where the Licensing Authority is 
satisfied that these objectives have been met.  

 
2.5 Section 2.3 of the Policy lists the kind of measures the Licensing 

Authority will be expecting to see taken into account to promote the 
objectives.  

 

2.6 Sections 2.5 & 2.6 of the Policy set out additional legislation, 
strategies, policies and guidance to which the Licensing Authority 

will have regard. Section 4 of the policy sets out what the Sub-
Committee should consider before imposing conditions on a licence. 

 

2.7 The Guidance issued under Section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003 
which was revised and re-published in March 2015 state: The 

Licensing Authority may not impose conditions unless its discretion 
has been engaged following receipt of relevant representations and 
it is satisfied as a result of a hearing (unless all parties agree a 

hearing is not necessary) that it is appropriate to impose conditions 
to promote one or more of the four licensing objectives (paragraph 

10.8 of the guidance). 
 
2.8 The following responsible authorities are statutory consultees under 

the Licensing Act 2003: 
• Devon and Cornwall Police 

• Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue Service 
• Devon Safeguarding Children’s Board 
• Devon County Council Trading Standards 

• Devon Drug and Alcohol Action Team, NHS Devon 
• South Hams District Council Planning Department 

• South Hams District Council Environmental Health (Health & 
Safety) 



 
 

 
• South Hams District Council Environmental Health (Pollution 

Control) 
 
Out of the above responsible authorities, representations were 

been received from Environmental Health and amendments have 
been agreed between the Applicant and the Police. 

 
2.9 In addition to the above responsible authorities, any person may 

make a representation in relation to a premises licence application, 

including District Councillors and Parish Councils. District 
Councillors and Parish Councils are notified of every application for 

a premises licence application, no representations from District 
Councillors have been received in relation to this application. 

   

3.  Outcomes/outputs  
 

3.1 When determining an application for a premises licence, particularly 
when considering appropriate conditions and operating hours, the 

following sections of the Statement of Licensing Policy (the policy) 
and Section 182 Guidance (the guidance) are especially relevant: 

 

3.2 Where applications have given rise to representations, any 
appropriate conditions should normally focus on the most sensitive 

periods. In certain circumstances, conditions relating to noise 
immediately surrounding the premises may also prove appropriate 
to address any disturbance anticipated as customers enter and 

leave (paragraph 2.18 of the guidance).   
 

3.3 Section 6.1 & 6.2 of the policy states:  The Licensing Authority will 
deal with the issue of licensing hours on the individual merits of 
each application. When the Authority’s discretion is engaged, 

consideration will be given to the individual merits of an application 
but the presumption will be to grant the hours requested unless 

there are objections to those hours raised by Responsible 
Authorities or other persons on the basis of the licensing objectives. 
However, when dealing with licensing hours beyond midnight it is 

more likely that relevant representations will be made unless there 
are higher standards of control within operating schedules to 

promote the licensing objectives, especially for premises which are 
situated near residential areas or in areas where anti-social disorder 
takes place. There is no presumption within the legislation for 

longer opening hours.  
 

3.4 Section 6.5 of the policy states: The terminal hours will normally be 
approved where the Applicant can show that the proposal would not 
adversely affect the licensing objectives unless, after hearing 

relevant representation the Licensing Authority believe it necessary, 
proportionate and reasonable to restrict the hours required. The 

Licensing Authority may set an earlier terminal hour where it 
considers this is appropriate to the nature of the activities and the 
amenity of the area. 



 
 

 
 

3.5 Paragraph 10.14 of Guidance issued under Section 182 of the 
Licensing Act 2003 states: where there are objections to an 
application to extend the hours during which licensable activities 

are to be carried on and the licensing authority determines that this 
would undermine the licensing objectives, it may reject the 

application or grant it with appropriate conditions and/or different 
hours from those requested. 

 

3.6 Section 7.1 of the Policy states: The Licensing Authority recognises 
the great variety of premises for which licences may be sought.  

These will include theatres, cinemas, restaurants, pubs, nightclubs, 
cafes, takeaways, community halls and schools.  Access by children 
to all types of premises will not be limited unless it is considered 

necessary to do so in order to protect them from harm. 
 

3.7 Section 7.2 of the Policy states: When deciding whether or not to 
limit access to children the Licensing Authority will judge each 

application on its own individual merits.  Examples which may give 
rise to concern and warrant restrictions in the operating schedule 
include premises: - 

� where entertainment of an adult or sexual nature is provided 
� where there is a strong element of gambling taking place 

� with a known association with drug taking or dealing 
� where there have been convictions of the current management 

for serving alcohol to minors 

� with a reputation for allowing underage drinking 
� where the supply of alcohol for consumption on the premises is 

exclusive or primary purpose of the services provided at the 
premises. 

 

3.8 The desired outcome is a determination of the application with 
reasons provided which relate to the four licensing objectives and 

when conditions are imposed, that these are appropriate to address 
the licensing objectives. 

 

4.  Options available and consideration of risk  
 

4.1 The Licensing Authority may decide to impose additional conditions 
to address the four licensing objectives, or to amend or remove 
requested licensable activities. When coming to their decision the 

Licensing Sub-Committee must give consideration to the Section 
182 Guidance and the Statement of Licensing Policy. Reasons must 

be given which relate to the licensing objectives for any decision 
made. 

 

4.2 The Sub-Committee will need to consider the hours of operation 
proposed, the effectiveness of the operating schedule proposed by 

the applicant, the representations received, the location of the 
premises in relation to residential properties, the history of the 
management of the premises (if applicable), the evidence provided 



 
 

 
of any problems in the past, and the likely impact of any extension 

of hours and activities, public transport, taxi availability, the right 
the applicant has to operate a business and balancing the rights of 
residents to the quiet enjoyment and privacy of family life.  The 

South Hams relies on tourism, with the population in the district 
doubling in the summer months with holidaymakers both from this 

country and international visitors who are, in the main, families 
with young children and retired people – the very segment of 
society who would perhaps be deterred by anti-social behaviour. 

These issues, and any other relevant ones, may be explored at the 
hearing in so far as it reflects the four licensing objectives. 

 
4.3 A decision made by the Licensing Sub-Committee may be appealed 

by the applicant or any person who has made relevant 

representations. The right of appeal is to the Magistrates’ Court by 
virtue of Section 181 and Schedule 5 of the Licensing Act 2003. The 

Magistrates’ Court may dismiss the appeal, or substitute its own 
decision, or send back the case to the Licensing Authority with 

directions as to how the case is to be dealt with.  The Magistrates’ 
Court may make any costs order it thinks fit. 

 

4.4 The Licensing Act 2003 contains a provision which enables a 
responsible authority or any other person to apply to this Licensing 

Authority for a review of the premises licence once granted.  A 
hearing follows which enables the Sub-Committee to use the 
normal powers available, but also to suspend the licence for a 

period of up to three months or to withdraw it. 
 

5.   Proposed Way Forward  
 
5.1 That the Sub-Committee consider the application for a variation to 

Premises Licence and make a determination in respect of this 
application, namely to: 

 
a) grant the application as submitted, subject to any Mandatory 

Conditions required; 

b) modify the conditions of the licence; 
c) reject the whole or part of the application 

and for this purpose the conditions of the licence are modified if 
any of them is altered or omitted or any new condition is added. 

 

in line with the licensing objectives contained within the Licensing Act 
2003. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 



 
 

 
6.  Implications  

 

Implications 

 

Relevant  

to  
proposals  
Y/N  

Details and proposed measures to address  

Legal/Governance 
 

Y The Licensing Act 2003 gives Licensing Authorities 
the responsibility for determining applications 

submitted under this provision. This is a statutory 
obligation. 

 
As there have been relevant representations in 
respect of this application which have not been 

resolved, this hearing must be held.  Relevant 
representations are about the likely effect of the 

grant of the application on the promotion of the 
licensing objectives, by responsible authorities or 
any other person.  The Licensing Sub-Committee 

must disregard any information or evidence not 
relevant to the licensing objectives.  

 
The Licensing Sub-Committee must consider this 
application in accordance with Section 4 of the 

Licensing Act 2003, which requires that licensing 
functions must be carried out with a view to 

promoting the four licensing objectives.  The 
Licensing Authority must also have regard to its 
own licensing policy and the Secretary of State’s 

guidance, but may depart from both if it has good 
reason to do so.  Those reasons should be stated. 

 
The Act requires (Section 34) that in dealing with 

an application to vary a premises licence, the sub-
committee may take any of the following steps it 
considers appropriate for the promotion of the 

licensing objectives: 
(a) to modify the conditions of the licence; 

(b) to reject the whole or part of the application 
and for this purpose the conditions of the licence 
are modified if any of them is altered or omitted or 

any new condition is added. 
 

The Sub-Committee must give its reasons for its 
decision to take any of these steps.  Similarly, if 
the application is rejected, the Sub-Committee 

must give its reasons. 
 

The applicant or any person who has made 
relevant representations has the right to appeal a 
decision made by the Licensing Sub-Committee to 



 
 

 

the Magistrates’ Court by virtue of Section 181 and 

Schedule 5 of Licensing Act 2003. 
 

On appeal, the Magistrates’ Court may: 
a) dismiss the appeal; 
b) substitute for the decision appeal against 

another decision which could have been 
made by the Licensing authority; 

c) remit the case to the Licensing Authority to 
dispose of it in accordance with the direction 
of the court. 

Financial 

 

N There are no direct financial implications to the 

Council from this Report. However, should a 
decision be challenged this could result in the 

Council facing an appeal to the Magistrates Court 
with the risk of costs being awarded against the 
Council.  

Risk Y The Licensing Authority must follow strict 
legislation in accordance with the Licensing Act 

2003 and adhere to the statutory instruments 
contained with the Act. 

 
All decisions must be taken in consideration of the 
four licensing objectives (section 2.3). These 

objectives are in place to give protection to the 
public from the potential negative impacts caused 

by licensed premises. 
 

Decisions may be appealed (see financial and 
legal/governance sections above). 

Comprehensive Impact Assessment Implications 
 

Equality and 

Diversity 

 Compliance with the Human Rights Act 1998 – 

Article 6: right to a fair trial. 

Safeguarding 

 

 All decisions must take into consideration the 

‘protection of children from harm’ licensing 
objective. 

Community 
Safety, Crime 
and Disorder 

 Section 17 Crime and Disorder Act 1998 applies. 
Decisions made must relate to the four licensing 
objectives as detailed in section 2.3 of this report. 

Health, Safety 
and Wellbeing 

 All decisions must take into consideration the four 
licensing objectives, including ‘public safety’ and 

‘protection of children from harm’. 

Other 

implications 

  

 

 



 
 

 
Supporting Information 

 
Appendices: 
 

Appendix A – variation to premises licence application 
 

Appendix B – current premises licence 
 
Appendix C – copies of representations 

 
Appendix D – conditions agreed between Applicant and Police 

 
 
Background Papers: 

 
[under provisions of the Local Government Act 1972] 

 
The Licensing Act 2003 

 
Guidance issued under Section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003 
 

South Hams District Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy 
 

Responses to Notices of Hearing 
 
Agreement from Applicant to Environmental Health conditions 

 
 

Process checklist Completed 

Portfolio Holder briefed  Yes/No 

SLT Rep briefed Yes/No 

Relevant  Exec Director sign off (draft) Yes/No 

Data protection issues considered Yes/No 

If exempt information, public (part 1) report 
also drafted. (Committee/Scrutiny) 

Yes/No 

 



















































Licensing Act 2003

Premises Licence PL0320
LOCAL AUTHORITY

Licensing Section
South Hams District Council
Follaton House
Plymouth Road
TOTNES
TQ9 5NE

POSTAL ADDRESS OF PREMISES, OR IF NONE, ORDNANCE SURVEY MAP REFERENCE OR DESCRIPTION

Hope & Anchor Inn
Hope Cove, KINGSBRIDGE, Devon, TQ7 3HQ. Telephone 01548 561294

WHERE THE LICENCE IS TIME LIMITED THE DATES

Not applicable

LICENSABLE ACTIVITIES AUTHORISED BY THE LICENCE

an indoor sporting event-

a performance of live music-

any playing of recorded music-

provision of late night refreshment-

the supply of alcohol-

THE TIMES THE LICENCE AUTHORISES THE CARRYING OUT OF LICENSABLE ACTIVITIES

Activity (and Area if applicable) Description Time From Time To

C.  Indoor sporting event
Monday to Sunday 9:00am Midnight
New Year's Eve 9:00am 2:00am

E.  Performance of live music (Indoors & Outdoors)

• No amplified music to be permitted outside (except Hope Cove weekend).
• Non-amplified music to be permitted outside between 10.00am and 10.00pm

Monday to Sunday 9:00am 11:30pm

• No amplified music to be permitted outside (except Hope Cove weekend).
• Non-amplified music to be permitted outside between 10.00am and 10.00pm

New Year's Eve 9:00am 11:30pm

F.  Playing of recorded music (Indoors & Outdoors)

• No amplified music to be permitted outside (except Hope Cove weekend).
• Non-amplified music to be permitted outside between 10.00am and 10.00pm

Monday to Sunday 9:00am Midnight

• No amplified music to be permitted outside (except Hope Cove weekend).
• Non-amplified music to be permitted outside between 10.00am and 10.00pm

New Year's Eve 9:00am 2:00am

I. Late night refreshment (Indoors)
Monday to Sunday 11:00pm Midnight
New Year's Eve 11:00pm 2:00am

Part 1 - Premises Details
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Licensing Act 2003

Premises Licence PL0320
THE TIMES THE LICENCE AUTHORISES THE CARRYING OUT OF LICENSABLE ACTIVITIES  continued ...

Activity (and Area if applicable) Description Time From Time To

J. Supply of alcohol for consumption ON and OFF the premises
Monday to Sunday 9:00am Midnight
New Year's Eve 9:00am 2:00am

THE OPENING HOURS OF THE PREMISES

Description Time From Time To

Monday to Sunday 8:00am 12:45am
New Year's Eve 8:00am 2:45am

WHERE THE LICENCE AUTHORISES SUPPLIES OF ALCOHOL WHETHER THESE ARE ON AND / OR OFF SUPPLIES

- J. Supply of alcohol for consumption ON and OFF the premises

Part 2

NAME, (REGISTERED) ADDRESS, TELEPHONE NUMBER AND EMAIL (WHERE RELEVANT) OF HOLDER OF PREMISES LICENCE

Telephone 01726 627269
63 Trevarthian Road, ST AUSTELL, Cornwall, PL25 4BY.St Austell Brewery Co Ltd

REGISTERED NUMBER OF HOLDER, FOR EXAMPLE COMPANY NUMBER, CHARITY NUMBER (WHERE APPLICABLE)

107021St Austell Brewery Co Ltd

NAME, ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF DESIGNATED PREMISES SUPERVISOR WHERE THE PREMISES LICENCE
AUTHORISES THE SUPPLY OF ALCOHOL

Christopher Paul ROBERTS 1 Armada House, Hope Cove, KINGSBRIDGE, Devon, TQ7 3HQ.

PERSONAL LICENCE NUMBER AND ISSUING AUTHORITY OF PERSONAL LICENCE HELD BY DESIGNATED PREMISES SUPERVISOR
WHERE THE PREMISES LICENCE AUTHORISES FOR THE SUPPLY OF ALCOHOL

LI14_001473Licence No. Issued by Cornwall

ANNEXES

ANNEX 1 - MANDATORY CONDITIONS

Supply of alcohol

No supply of alcohol may be made under the premises licence:-

1. at a time when there is no designated premises supervisor in respect of the premises 
licence, or

2. at a time when the designated premises supervisor does not hold a personal licence or 
his personal licence has been suspended.

3. Every supply of alcohol under the premises licence must be made or authorised by a 
person who holds a personal licence.

Registered door staff
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Licensing Act 2003

Premises Licence PL0320
ANNEXES  continued ...

Each individual carrying out a ‘security activity’ must be licensed by the Security Industry 
Authority other than

1. in respect of premises within paragraph 8(3)(a) of Schedule 2 to the Private Security 
Industry Act 2001 (c.12) (premises with premises licences authorising plays or films), or

2. in respect of premises in relation to any occasion mentioned in paragraph 8(3)(b) or (c) of 
that Schedule (premises being used exclusively by club with club premises certificate, 
under a temporary event notice authorising plays or films or under a gaming licence), or 

3. any occasion within paragraph 8(3)(d) of that Schedule (occasions prescribed by 
regulations under that Act).

For the purposes of this section

• “security activity” means an activity to which paragraph 2(1)(a) of that Schedule 
applies, and

• paragraph 8(5) of that Schedule (interpretation of references to an occasion) 
applies as it applies in relation to paragraph 8 of that Schedule.

Minimum permitted price for the sale or supply of alcohol

1.  A relevant person shall ensure that no alcohol is sold or supplied for consumption on or off 
the premises for a price which is less than the permitted price.

2.  For the purposes of the condition set out in paragraph 1-

(a) “duty” is to be construed in accordance with the Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979(a);

(b) “permitted price” is the price found by applying the formula-

P = D + (D×V)

where-

(i) P is the permitted price,

(ii) D is the amount of duty chargeable in relation to the alcohol as if the duty were 
charged on the date of the sale or supply of the alcohol, and

(iii) V is the rate of value added tax chargeable in relation to the alcohol as if the value 
added tax were charged on the date of the sale or supply of the alcohol;

(c) “relevant person” means, in relation to premises in respect of which there is in force a 
premises licence-

(i) the holder of the premises licence,
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Licensing Act 2003

Premises Licence PL0320
ANNEXES  continued ...

(ii) the designated premises supervisor (if any) in respect of such a licence, or

(iii) the personal licence holder who makes or authorises a supply of alcohol under such a 
licence;

(d) “relevant person” means, in relation to premises in respect of which there is in force a 
club premises certificate, any member or officer of the club present on the premises in a 
capacity which enables the member or officer to prevent the supply in question; and

(e) “value added tax” means value added tax charged in accordance with the Value Added 
Tax Act 1994(b).

3. Where the permitted price given by Paragraph (b) of paragraph 2 would (apart from this 
paragraph) not be a whole number of pennies, the price given by that sub-paragraph shall be 
taken to be the price actually given by that sub-paragraph rounded up to the nearest penny.

4. (1) Sub-paragraph (2) applies where the permitted price given by Paragraph (b) of 
paragraph 2 on a day (“the first day”) would be different from the permitted price on the 
next day (“the second day”) as a result of a change to the rate of duty or value added 
tax.

(2) The permitted price which would apply on the first day applies to sales or supplies of 
alcohol which take place before the expiry of the period of 14 days beginning on the 
second day.

Irresponsible promotions

(1) The responsible person must ensure that staff on relevant premises do not carry out, arrange 

or participate in any irresponsible promotions in relation to the premises. 

(2) In this paragraph, an irresponsible promotion means any one or more of the following 

activities, or substantially similar activities, carried on for the purpose of encouraging the sale or 

supply of alcohol for consumption on the premises-

(a) games or other activities which require or encourage, or are designed to require or 

encourage, individuals to-

(i) drink a quantity of alcohol within a time limit (other than to drink alcohol sold or 

supplied on the premises before the cessation of the period in which the 

responsible person is authorised to sell or supply alcohol), or

(ii) drink as much alcohol as possible (whether within a time limit or otherwise);
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Licensing Act 2003

Premises Licence PL0320
ANNEXES  continued ...

(b) provision of unlimited or unspecified quantities of alcohol free or for a fixed or 

discounted fee to the public or to a group defined by a particular characteristic in a 

manner which carries a significant risk of undermining a licensing objective;

(c) provision of free or discounted alcohol or any other thing as a prize to encourage or 

reward the purchase and consumption of alcohol over a period of 24 hours or less 

in a manner which carries a significant risk of undermining a licensing objective;

(d) selling or supplying alcohol in association with promotional posters or flyers on, or 

in the vicinity of, the premises which can reasonably be considered to condone, 

encourage or glamorise anti-social behaviour or to refer to the effects of 

drunkenness in any favourable manner;

(e) dispensing alcohol directly by one person into the mouth of another (other than 

where that other person is unable to drink without assistance by reason of 

disability).

Potable water

The responsible person must ensure that free potable water is provided on request to 

customers where it is reasonably available.

Age verification 

(1)  The premises licence holder or club premises certificate holder must ensure that an age 

verification policy is adopted in respect of the premises in relation to the sale or supply of 

alcohol. 

(2) The designated premises supervisor in relation to the premises licence must ensure that 

the supply of alcohol at the premises is carried on in accordance with the age verification 

policy. 

(3) The policy must require individuals who appear to the responsible person to be under 18 

years of age (or such older age as may be specified in the policy) to produce on request, 

before being served alcohol, identification bearing their photograph, date of birth and either-

(a) a holographic mark, or

(b) an ultraviolet feature.
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ANNEXES  continued ...

Minimum measures

 The responsible person must ensure that-

(a) where any of the following alcoholic drinks is sold or supplied for consumption on the 

premises (other than alcoholic drinks sold or supplied having been made up in advance 

ready for sale or supply in a securely closed container) it is available to customers in the 

following measures-

(i) beer or cider: ½ pint;

(ii) gin, rum, vodka or whisky: 25 ml or 35 ml; and

(iii) still wine in a glass: 125 ml;

(b) these measures are displayed in a menu, price list or other printed material which is 

available to customers on the premises; and

(c) where a customer does not in relation to a sale of alcohol specify the quantity of 

alcohol to be sold, the customer is made aware that these measures are available.”

ANNEX 2 - CONDITIONS CONSISTENT WITH THE OPERATING SCHEDULE

a) General - all four Licensing Objectives

• The maximum occupancy  in the first floor must be 60 in the bar and 80 in the restaurant.
• The maximum occupancy in the ground floor bar (formerely known as the games room) 

must be 60 people. 
• Total occupancy in the building at any one time must not exceed 250 or in agreement with 

the licensing authority and Devon Fire and Rescue based on fire safety issues, available 
floor space and the sanitary accommodation available.

• An appropriate method must be in place for checking the number of people entering and 
leaving the premises and ensure that steps are taken so that, once the maximum 
occupancy is reached, no further persons are admitted. The method employed seating for 
the majority of people and the rest by physical head count.

b) The prevention of crime and disorder

• Customers carrying open or sealed bottles or glasses must not be admitted to the 
premises at any time. 

• Customers must not be permitted to take open containers of alcoholic or soft drinks from 
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ANNEXES  continued ...

the premises and all bottles and glasses must be removed from public areas as soon as 
they are finished with or empty.

• Drugs - an anti drug policy agreed by the police and local authority must be in force and a 
secure facility to store controlled drugs must be available.

• Notices - crime prevention notices must be displayed warning customers of the 
prevalence of crime which may target them, eg 
“bags should not be left unattended”, 

• A detailed “customer code of conduct” poster must be displayed warning customers that if 
they act in an inappropriate manner, they could be barred from all licensed premises in 
the vicinity.

• A policy must be in force for the management of large groups, ie coach parties.  The 
group must be required to nominate a responsible person to liaise with staff.

• An incident book to record details of all instances of public disorder must be kept on site.

c) Public Safety

Electrical system - the electrical system, including portable appliances must be inspected and 
tested annually by a competent person to ensure safety.

Where temporary electrical equipment is to be used, a suitable circuit breaker device must be 
installed to cover this equipment.  The circuit breaker should operate at a current not exceeding 
30 ma and should comply with BS 4293.  The device must be tested monthly and tests must be 
recorded. Temporary electrical wiring and distribution systems must not be installed unless 
inspected by a suitably qualified electrician. Temporary electrical wiring and distribution systems 
must comply with BS 7671 or where applicable BS 7909

Gas system - the gas system including appliances must be inspected and tested by a Gas Safe 
registered gas engineer annually and a satisfactory gas safety certificate must be obtained, all 
safety certificates and inspection reports must be kept on site and made available for inspection 
by officers of relevant statutory bodies.

Disabled people - when disabled people are present, adequate arrangements must exist to 
enable their safe evacuation in the event of an emergency.

Sanitary accommodation - the sanitary accommodation consists of: female wc’s  6  ;  wash h/b  
4  ;  disabled wc’c 0  ;  male wc’s  3  ;  urinals  6  ;  whb’s 3   .

Air management - the air management system within the premises must be used during
entertainment, as there is insufficient ventilation when all windows and doors are closed, to 
prevent noise break out.

First aid - At all times there are adequate first aid arrangements on site. The arrangements for 
first aid provision include a first aid box an adequate and appropriate supply of first aid 
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equipment and materials must be available for the use of patrons.  Suitable protective 
equipment must be provided to deal with hypodermic needles, blood spillages and other body 
fluids.  Procedures must be in place to ensure that body fluids are dealt with in a safe manner to 
avoid the risk of communicable disease.

Gangways, exit routes & steps -  gangways, exit routes and steps must be maintained in good 
order with non-slippery and even surfaces, edges of steps and stairways must be conspicuously 
marked.

Glazing - where glazing forms part of windows, walls or partitions below waist height it must be 
constructed of safety materials.  Where glazing forms part of a door or side panel at below 
shoulder height it must be constructed of safety materials.

Addressing patrons - a means of addressing patrons during operating hours, which can be heard 
above entertainment, or a means of interrupting the entertainment to make important safety 
announcements must be available.

d) The prevention of public nuisance

Noise or vibration must not emanate from the premises such as to cause persons in the 
neighbourhood to be unreasonably disturbed.  

All external doors and windows must be kept shut, other than for access and egress, in all rooms 
when events involving amplified music or speech or other entertainment likely to give rise to 
noise are taking place. 

Sufficient ventilation must be provided so that doors and windows can be kept closed.

An announcement must be made prior to closing requesting patrons’ co-operation in leaving the 
premises and vicinity as quietly and quickly as possible.

Staff must check prior to entertainment, and periodically during the entertainment, that all 
windows and doors are shut.

A senior member of staff (manager) must assess the impact of any noisy activities on 
neighbouring residential premises at the start of the activity/entertainment and periodically 
throughout the activity/ entertainment.

The volume of amplified sound used in connection with the entertainment must at all times be 
under the control of the management.

Delivery/collection/storage activities-

The delivery of goods is restricted to the following times: between 06.00 hrs and 22.00 hrs.

The handling of beer kegs, bottles and other similar items must not take place in the late 
evening, at night and during the early morning, when the noise generated could cause a 
nuisance  particularly outside buildings.

Bottle skips and bins containing cans or bottles must not be emptied outside after 22.00 hrs but 
must be dealt with the next day during normal office hours.

The movement of bins and rubbish outside the premises must be kept to a minimum / prohibited 
after 22.00 hrs.

Use of gardens, play areas and out side areas -
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The use of gardens  must not commence before the start of normal trading hours and must 
cease at  midnight.

Control of light pollution -

The use of lighting in gardens and external areas must cease at dusk except for health and 
safety or security reasons.

Flashing or bright lights must only be placed in positions that do not cause a nuisance to 
neighbours or passing traffic.

e) The protection of children from harm

A proof of age policy agreed by the police must be enforced. Signs must be displayed that it is 
an offence for anybody under 18 yrs to purchase alchol in these  premises. 
ANNEX 3 - CONDITIONS ATTACHED AFTER A HEARING BY THE LICENSING AUTHORITY

None

ANNEX 4 - PLANS (ATTACHED)

Graham Munson
Licensing Manager
On behalf of the Licensing Authority
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LOCAL AUTHORITY

Licensing Section
South Hams District Council
Follaton House
Plymouth Road
TOTNES
TQ9 5NE

POSTAL ADDRESS OF PREMISES, OR IF NONE, ORDNANCE SURVEY MAP REFERENCE OR DESCRIPTION

Hope & Anchor Inn
Hope Cove, KINGSBRIDGE, Devon, TQ7 3HQ. Telephone 01548 561294

WHERE THE LICENCE IS TIME LIMITED THE DATES

Not applicable

LICENSABLE ACTIVITIES AUTHORISED BY THE LICENCE

an indoor sporting event-

a performance of live music-

any playing of recorded music-

provision of late night refreshment-

the supply of alcohol-

THE TIMES THE LICENCE AUTHORISES THE CARRYING OUT OF LICENSABLE ACTIVITIES

Activity (and Area if applicable) Description Time From Time To

C.  Indoor sporting event
Monday to Sunday 9:00am Midnight
New Year's Eve 9:00am 2:00am

E.  Performance of live music (Indoors & Outdoors)

• No amplified music to be permitted outside (except Hope Cove weekend).
• Non-amplified music to be permitted outside between 10.00am and 10.00pm

Monday to Sunday 9:00am 11:30pm

• No amplified music to be permitted outside (except Hope Cove weekend).
• Non-amplified music to be permitted outside between 10.00am and 10.00pm

New Year's Eve 9:00am 11:30pm

F.  Playing of recorded music (Indoors & Outdoors)

• No amplified music to be permitted outside (except Hope Cove weekend).
• Non-amplified music to be permitted outside between 10.00am and 10.00pm

Monday to Sunday 9:00am Midnight

• No amplified music to be permitted outside (except Hope Cove weekend).
• Non-amplified music to be permitted outside between 10.00am and 10.00pm

New Year's Eve 9:00am 2:00am

I. Late night refreshment (Indoors)
Monday to Sunday 11:00pm Midnight
New Year's Eve 11:00pm 2:00am

Premises Details
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THE TIMES THE LICENCE AUTHORISES THE CARRYING OUT OF LICENSABLE ACTIVITIES  continued ...

Activity (and Area if applicable) Description Time From Time To

J. Supply of alcohol for consumption ON and OFF the premises
Monday to Sunday 9:00am Midnight
New Year's Eve 9:00am 2:00am

THE OPENING HOURS OF THE PREMISES

Description Time From Time To

Monday to Sunday 8:00am 12:45am
New Year's Eve 8:00am 2:45am

WHERE THE LICENCE AUTHORISES SUPPLIES OF ALCOHOL WHETHER THESE ARE ON AND / OR OFF SUPPLIES

- J. Supply of alcohol for consumption ON and OFF the premises

NAME, (REGISTERED) ADDRESS OF HOLDER OF PREMISES LICENCE

63 Trevarthian Road, ST AUSTELL, Cornwall, PL25 4BY.St Austell Brewery Co Ltd

REGISTERED NUMBER OF HOLDER, FOR EXAMPLE COMPANY NUMBER, CHARITY NUMBER (WHERE APPLICABLE)

107021St Austell Brewery Co Ltd

NAME OF DESIGNATED PREMISES SUPERVISOR WHERE THE PREMISES LICENCE AUTHORISES THE SUPPLY OF ALCOHOL

Christopher Paul ROBERTS

STATE WHETHER ACCESS TO THE PREMISES BY CHILDREN IS RESTRICTED OR PROHIBITED

No restrictions on Children.
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Hope and Anchor – variation to premises licence 

Amendments to application 

 

 

The Applicant has agreed to make the following amendments to the premises licence 
application and to include additional conditions as listed below, following discussion with the 
Police: 

 

- Removal of reference to ‘bona fide guests’. The extensions requested for sale of 
alcohol and opening hours later at night will only apply to those residing at the 
premises overnight and will not include a ‘guest’ of a resident that is not staying on 
site. 
 

- Under the ‘protection of children from harm’ objective, the following conditions to be 
included, in addition to those already on the premises licence: 
 

o If a young person who appears to staff to be 25 or under asks to purchase 
alcohol, they will be required to prove their age before they are served unless 
the staff are certain (from personal experience or because they have seen 
proof of age on a previous occasion) that the person is 18 or over 

o A notice advising customers that they may be required to prove their age 
before they can buy alcohol shall be displayed. 

o The forms of proof of age that will be accepted are a passport, photo’ driving 
licence or a proof of age card bearing the “PASS” accreditation hologram 
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